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Prmciples ofequicontinuity and uniform boundedness for group-valued map- 
pings, patterned onthe usual ones of functional analysis and vector measure theory, 
are developed. The basic result, a lemma for double sequences ina tradition going 
back at least o 0. Nikodym, extracts he essence of the formulations whrch 
have appeared m the literature, leading to a comparative survey and vartous 
generalizations of these-most strikingly, perhaps. to non-commutative groups. 
p 1989 Academic Press, Inc 
We first formulate and prove the basic lemma in both “Convergence” 
and “Boundedness” forms and show how these yield the alternative 
versions which ave come to our attention. A corollary yields principles of 
equicontinuity and uniform boundedness for non-commutative group- 
valued additive continuous f nctions defined ona suitable domain; from 
this we derive the Banach-Pettis heorem on the continuity of pointwise 
limits ofcontinuous homomorphisms on complete m tric groups as well as 
a Banach-Steinhaus theorem for these, followed by a Nikodjm Con- 
vergence and Boundedness Theorem for non-commutative group-valued 
s-bounded a ditive functions  rings with aweak interpolation property. 
Although additive notation will be used throughout (for ease of reading) 
none of the arguments requires commutativity of he group. All “sums” are 
to be taken in the natural order of the indices-see Bourbaki [B, Chap. IX 
App.]. It should be recalled (e.g., [B, 111.3.11) that a sequence g,in a 
topological group is left- (resp. right-) Cauchy when every zero 
neighborhood c ntains -g, + g, (resp. g,-8,) for sufficiently largem, n 
(of course a convergent sequence isboth left and right Cauchy). Since the 
topology ofthe group can be defined by(generalized) real-valued q asi- 
norms (0 < 1 - gl = lgl < co, 1 g + g’l < 1 gl + 1 g’l )these may be formulated 
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CONVERGENCE LEMMA. A sequence g’ of uormal) series c,gj, whose 
terms at each individual j re left Cauchy along the sequence,’ will have 
terms converging tozero jointly, i.e., asa double sequence (thus entailing 
uniformity n j of the left Cauchyness along i) provided: each infinite setof j’s 
has, for every zero neighborhood U,an infinite subset J for which both 
x,E F gj E xJE rg: + U whenever F and F’ are finite oversets of some F, in J 
defined for sufficiently large i, and x,E r g;’ ExJE r g; + U for arbitrary large 
finite oversets F of F, and F,,. 
The latter hypotheses will be referred to in the sequel as “colinal 
approximate summability” and “colinal left closeness of like-indexed long
sums,” respectively; the  may of course b combined into asingle condition 
rendered symbolically s 
lim inf lim sup 
J 
- c g; + c g;’ =0 for every quasi-norm, 
F(J)/1 JEF JEF’ 
where J runs through the infinite subsets ofthe j indices (ordered by
downward inclusion2) a d 9(J)/Z is the “iterated limit” filter [Fl] on the 
product of Z with F(J), the finite subsets ofJ, i.e., which as a base 
consisting of sets of pairs (i, F) with iin a colinite subset and F a finite 
overset ofsome Fi (which could increase with i): CFgl is the group-valued 
function on the product, the lim sup of whose self-difference is b ingtaken 
along the square of this filter. 
Proof It needs to be shown that every “diagonal” sequence of 
terms-i.e., drawn from different series and with distinct indices-includes 
terms which are arbitrarily small. Recall (e.g., [B, 111.3.4, Ex. 63) that he 
left Cauchy sequences areclosed under termwise um-hence for any zero 
neighborhood U there is a subsequence J, taken from those j’s which index 
diagonal terms g;, such that he finitely many sums from the ith series with 
indices <jin J have their left differences with the like-indexed sum in each 
of the following series inU. (Select the elements ofthis ubsequence J by
recursion: when the index of g; was the preceding selection, fi dfor the 
next a diagonal e ement ina series with an index so large that he left 
differences of it ums with those of subsequent series over indices <jare in 
U.) This Jmay be further reduced soas to bring into U the finite sums to 
the right of the diagonal e ements (in those series which will still have 
them) by the hypothesized approximate left summability. (Take for F, in 
this condition an initial nterval in the remaining J which includes the 
* The lemma is also valid rf the hypothesis of individual left Cauchyness is replaced bythat 
of individual right Cauchyness, although the argument we have devised is more complex. 
2 Although the infinite sets are not directed bythis order, one may still define lim inf as the 
sup over J of the inf over the infinite subsets contained inJ. (It may however not be majorized 
by the dually defined lim sup.) 
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diagonal j and delete all its elements greater than jas the recursive st p.) 
Finally, remove alternate (i.e., very second) j in this J and apply left 
closeness of like-indexed longsums. 
Consider a emaining diagonal terms g; and let he preceding diagonal 
term deleted atthe penultimate s p be g;:. Then (all sums over indices 
remaining inthis last J; dummy indices suppressed) g; = -Cc/g1 +
C G, g’ = -C <, g’ -t- C .., g”-C <, g” + C <, g’, the first pair of terms being 
in U by the initial C uchy construction (si cej’ hasbeen deleted these are 
sums over asubset <j ’ in this initial setof j’s) and the last pair differing 
from alike-indexed longpair by a pair of sums, C ,, g” and C ,, g’, each 
of which is in U. 1 
The Cauchy uniformity extends tothe finite subsums (recall that hese 
are individually Cauchy) when the “cofinal” hypotheses al o hold for every 
sequence ofseries obtained from the given one by bracketing theterms of 
some subseries nto groups of finite consecutive terms (in the same way in 
each series inthe sequence) and forming the series oftheir sums. This 
would obtain, for example, when the hypotheses h ld for each infinite set of 
j’s, rather than for J’s which index colinally ine subseries. Indeed, every 
sequence offinite sums has a subsequence of pairwise non-overlapping 
terms (i.e., which are subsets ofpairwise disjoint ervals) to which the 
Convergence Lemma will apply by virtue ofthese strengthened hypotheses. 
Of course, the uniformity extends from the finite subsums to any existent 
(in each series ofthe sequence) infinite on s; and the summability to any 
such infinite sumis uniform inthe sequence. 
The colinal pproximate summability andcloseness requirements of 
the Convergence Lemma are met when each quasi-norm converges to
zero in the reals along the iterated limit filter of finite sums, for colinally 
small J’s (as follows from the triangle in quality; moregenerally, when 
lim inf, lim sup,,,,,, lc,E FgJ 1= 0). This pecial case suffices for the proof of 
the following 
BOUNDEDNESS LEMMA. A double s quence g; is bounded for a quasi-norm 
.finally in i umformly inj (hence bounded in i and]’ if it is also bounded in j 
for each i) tf it is bounded finally in ifor each jand each infinite set of-j’s hu
an infinite subset J such that C, 6 r g, ’is bounded (untformly ) forlarge i and 
finite oversets F of some F, c J-symbolically: inf, lim sup,,,,,, ( x1 t Fg; / 
< IX) for J running through t e subsets ofany given set of j’s. 
Proof g; not bounded finally in i and j-lim supi,, lgf I= cc-would 
entail that for some positive real sequence t, converging to 0, t, lgJ1 did not 
converge to0 in i and j-lim sup,,,  t ( gj 1# 0. Form the direct sum of coun- 
tably many copies ofthe group; quasi-norm theith copy with t, I. Iand the 
sums from different copies with the sums of these new quasinorms; and
observe that by choosing g;in the ith copy one would obtain sequences 
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satisfying the hypotheses andnot the conclusion of the (special c se of the) 
Convergence Lemma. (This device has been borrowed from Drewnowski 
CD, P. 1171.1 
Remark. There is a local boundedness which is formulated in terms of 
neighborhoods: B i  bounded if it is contained in some + “U = U + . . . + U 
(n summands), ofevery zero neighborhood U. This comes to boundedness 
in every quasi-norm continuous forthe group topology. Bounded sets in a 
topological vector space are locally bounded since nU = {nu : u E U} c 
+“U; the converse holds in the presence oflocal convexity. The [B, 11.4, 
Ex. 73 uniform space boundedness, when applied togroups, comes to 
closing the local bounded sets for translation and finite union-it sthus 
the same just when singletons arebounded. (An intermediate no ion- 
closing for just ranslation and ot union-appears in the second French 
edition in Exercise 111.3.10.) In general,  Bourbaki bounded set is bounded 
in every continuous finite-valued quasi-norm; Weber has shown the 
converse for commutative groups. For non-commutative groups we can 
only assert that here is a largest subset onwhich the two notions coincide: 
the set of all ocally bounded elements (also the union of all ocally 
bounded subsets) which is a closed (in aquasi-normed group, an open) 
subgroup. 
One could formulate the latter hypotheses in these lemmas as the 
existence, along with J, of a sequence g,whose left differences ar  
terminally in U (resp., which is terminally bounded for the quasi-norm), for 
which also the left differences of g, with the sums of g’ over sufficiently large
subsets ofJ, is in U (resp., bounded in the quasi-norm), uniformly forsuf- 
ficiently large i. These will be fulfilled if theg’ sum over all of some infinite 
subset J (contained in any given set ofj’s) tog,‘s left Cauchy (resp., boun- 
ded) in i (since t rm convergence to zero entails absolute summability n a 
given quasi-norm over a smaller J). The Cauchy form is the non-com- 
mutative rsion fAntosik and Swartz [AS, Theorem l] for commutative 
groups and [AS’, Theorem 23 for normed spaces3; in particular, using the 
comment following theConvergence Lemma, if or each infinite subset J of 
j’s, the series converges to ag,(J) which is left Cauchy in i, then it will be 
so uniformly in J, yielding a non-commutative Schur lemma generalizing 
[AS’, Theorem 314; the boundedness form is a strengthening of Antosik’s 
[A, Corollary 1, p. 1461. 
Summability over cofinally small subsets J entails (as just noted) term 
3 An example, which fails tosatisfy their hypotheses but to which the Convergence L mma 
may be applied to obtain the conclusion, is x I-’ e,, where e, is the standard basis vector in 
the normed space I,. 
4 The conclusion (1) there is false as stated-to correct it replace the word “Cauchy” by 
“convergent.” 
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convergence to zero ver such subsets, whence convergence to zero n the 
full set of j’s. As a partial converse, from convergence to zero n every 
series’ terms of each continuous quasi-norm follows, by a standard 
diagonal rgument, absolute summability over colinally small J of the 
series ineach&even in countably many-quasi-norms. The conclusion of 
the Convergence Lemma entails uniformity (inthe set of series) of this term 
convergence to zero. Observe also that he “cofinal” hypotheses of the 
Convergence L mma now become necessary: from uniform term 
convergence to zero follows uniform s allness of (each continuous) quasi- 
normed term sums on cofinally small infinite subsets ofj’s, whence in 
particular, cofinal left closeness of like-indexed longsums. 
The proof of the Convergence Lemma can be modified to give aversion 
for agroupoid equipped with “quasi-norms” which (like those for groups) 
satisfy I/xl - /yJ 19 Ix+~l < 1x1 + lyl (if the groupoid sa semigroup, the
second inequality is not needed); these equip the groupoid with anotion of 
“convergence”: that induced bythe convergence in the reals ofthe quasi- 
norm values. Since subtraction is not available, leftcloseness of long sums 
needs to be strengthened to cofinal smallness of the quasi-norm on the 
iterated limit filter, as before the Boundedness Lemma. There is of course 
no question fCauchyness for like-indexed terms: they will be taken to 
converge-i.e., th irquasi-norms to converge-to an indexed sequence of
reals which also converges to zero. Under these conditions theconvergence is 
uniform. For the proof, reduce the limit sequence toa summable one with 
small sum and whose indices occur among those of a given diagonal 
sequence which will be shown to include t rms mall in norm. The reduc- 
tion of the j indices inthe proof which made the subdiagonal C uchy 
should be modified soas to make the terms preceding every diagonal 
element “close to” (say with norm no greater than double) the like-indexed 
limit real; the superdiagonal terms may be made to have finite sums of 
their norms uniformly small, essentially s before; and the penultimate 
removal ofalternate diagonal terms is unnecessary since it is the long sums 
themselves (rather than their differences) which are small. The final 
smallness of the diagonal term comes from I g; I d Ck +, I g; I + I& g; I. 
The particular caseof convergence of the term norms to zero and actual 
summability of the series to values with norms converging to zero has been 
presented by P. Antosik nSerdica 3 (1977) 198-205, and in publications 
of E. Pap. Weber [W, Sect. 63has a result for measures which could also 
be deduced from the above. It would also be possible to derive from the 
above the Convergence Lemma for commutative groups; indeed, ifthe like- 
indexed terms were not uniformly Cauchy, some subsequence of the series 
would have successive differences converging non-uniformly to zero. 
Returning to non-commutative groups, wecollect what is needed for the 
applications as the 
009,138 2-S 
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COROLLARY. If the fixed index terms converge along the sequence and for 
every continuous quasi-norm every (like-indexed) subseries has a summable 
(in that quasi-norm) subseries whose sum converges along the sequence, then 
the terms converge untformly (equivalently, the convergence to zero f series 
terms is untform in the series); tf they are eventually bounded in some quasi- 
norm at each index and every subseries ha a summable subseries whose sum 
is eventually bounded, then they are eventually untformly bounded; if the 
existence of summable subseries with convergent sums persists under 
bracketing subseries into j?nite consecutive subsums, then finite subsums 
converge untformly-as do any existent infinite on s, with the summability to 
any such uniform in the sequence. 
The criteria assuring uniform convergence andboundedness developed 
above are directly applicable to group-valued function spaces. Thus a 
sequence fiof group-valued functions  a common domain S which is 
pointwise Cauchy (or bounded) and sends a sequence s,in S to series 
c,J(sj) satisfying any of the above criteria will be uniformly Cauchy (resp. 
uniformly bounded) onthe set of the s,. Convergence to zero f the image 
series’ terms may be construed as “continuity” of the functions-in the
sense of sending a selected s tof sequences in the common domain to null 
sequences in the group (and permits expressing theCauchy uniformity via
equicontinuity); that every subsequence of a selected sequence have in 
addition, forevery quasi-norm, a subsequence on which the functions sum
to a convergent (resp. bounded) sequence ofvalues in that quasi-norm 
would follow if the domain S of the functions came equipped with a 
(possibly partial) ddition sent by the functions to group addition-i.e., for 
which they are “additive”; and such that every subsequence of aselected 
sequence has, for every sequence offunctions a devery quasi-norm, a 
subsequence with a“limiting” element tothe value at which the functions 
converge, in the quasi-norm, on the partial sums of that subsequence. More
particularly, when S has an intrinsic notion of convergence, alsopreserved 
by the additive functions, i.e., for which they are “continuous” in this sense, 
satisfying a “K-” condition5-i.e., every subsequence of a selected s quence 
has a summable subsequence-then a s quence ofsuch additive andcontin- 
uous group-valued f nctions  Swhich is pointwise convergent or bounded 
in some quasi-norm is so uniformly on the elements ofeach selected 
sequence. Thepointwise limit function will, byvirtue ofthis uniformity, 
also send selected s quences to null sequences; it isof course additive; and 
will inherit the “continuity” of convergence on the partial sums of sum- 
mable subsequences of selected s quences to the value at the limit, when 
5 In the terminology of P. Antosik; he, as well as E. Pap, has elaborated settings similar to
this, applicable to function sequences with pointwise limit zero (and hence to commutative 
groups) as explained previously. 
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uniformity of termwise convergence extends to the finite subsums of 
selected sequences+e.g., when the selected sequences are closed under 
bracketing subsequences into finite consecutive subsums-since this entails 
the “equicontinuity” of his convergence for every pointwise Cauchy 
sequence of functions. This last (in the commutative case) is in 
[A, Theorem l] for S a group and the selected sequences subseries 
summable; that he Cauchy uniformity extends to the infinite subsums 
forms the basis of [A, Theorem 51. 
When the selected s quences are exactly those which eventually belong 
to each of a countable family ofsets (thought ofas neighborhoods), then 
uniform boundedness of asequence offunctions  each selected s quence 
entails its uniform boundedness on one of these neighborhoods; and when 
this equence isa neighborhood base at zero f a (necessarily pseudo- 
metrizable) topological group and the functions areadditive, also uniform 
boundedness on every bounded set (even on Bourbaki bounded sets, ince 
the functions arepointwise bounded). 
Additive functions between topological groups continuous at zero are 
continuous everywhere-hence: 
For a sequence ofcontinuous homomorphisms from a complete m trizahle 
to a topological group: pointwise convergence entails equicontinuity (a  the 
identity), hence continuity of the limit; pointwise boundedness entails uniform 
boundedness on bounded sets. 
Continuity of the limit was proved by Banach [Ba]; the quicontinuity 
was made explicit by Pettis [P, Corollary 2.11 for a Baire group ([FT] 
contains our refinement forhis setting); the boundedness consequence is a 
group version fthe Banach-Steinhaus theorem. 
The above formulations also yield group versions ofthe Nikodym 
convergence th orem [N] (hence, the Vitali-Hahn-Saks theorem) and the 
Nikodym boundedness theorem [N’], including results ofBrooks and 
Jewett, Faires, Constantinescu, Weber, Drewnowski, and others. The 
original Nikodym convergence th orem-a setwise limit of countably 
additive real measures on a sigma-ring s countably additive (and the 
sequence isuniformly countably additive)-was generalized by Brooks and 
Jewett o“strongly additive” ( =s-bounded6 additive) ctor measures ona 
sigma-ring; commutative group-valued m asures work just as well as 
noted, e.g., inTraynor [T]; the sigma-ring requirement wasrelaxed to
rings satisfying an interpolation condition by Faires; and in a different 
direction to “quasi-sigma” rings by Constantinescu; a common 
generalization was recently proved by Weber [W, 4.21, who extended these 
commutative group versions to rings satisfying h s condition (E2)-which 
6 A function defined ona ring of sets is called s-bounded [R] If it sends disjoint sequences m 
the nng to sequences which converge to0. 
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entails, forevery group-valued additive s-bounded function sequence and 
every quasi-norm, that every disjoint sequence inthe ring has a sub- 
sequence onwhich these s-bounded functions sumto the values ach takes 
on some ring element.’ This ring element, rather than their union, should 
be construed as the limiting element ofthe finite unions of the elements 
in the subsequence, so as to yield: For a sequence of s-bounded a ditive 
group-valued functions onan (E2) ring, setwise convergence entails uniform 
s-boundedness (onevery disjoint sequence of sets), hence s-boundedness of 
the limit; setwise boundedness entails uniform boundedness on the ring. 
The last statement follows because uniform boundedness on disjoint 
sequences suffices forboundedness on the whole ring. Indeed, this uf- 
ficiency holds for any set (not just asequence) of additive (not necessarily 
s-bounded) quasi-normed groupoid- (not only group-) valued functions. 
Composing these with the quasi-norm yields real-valued f nctions p onthe 
ring which satisfy p(E) -p(F) 6 p(Eu F) <p(E) +p(F) for disjoint E, F. 
These functions areclosed under pointwise supand the uniform bounded- 
ness of any set of them is equivalent to the boundedness of their pointwise 
sup, over any subset ofthe ring. Note that boundedness foruch functions 
on disjoint sequences in the ring is equivalent to boundedness on increasing 
sequences in the ring; while boundedness on disjoint sequences contained 
in a ring element, to boundedness on decreasing sequences. The function 
p(F) = sup(p(E): FI EE B} is defined for all subsets; andon those subsets 
which intersect every ring element ina ring element, it is subadditive: . ., 
satisfies th  same latter inequality as does p. This allows one to complete 
the argument by modifying the proof of [R, Theorem 2.41: If p were 
’ The condition (E2) is that from every subsequence ofa disjoint sequence in the ring there 
can be split off an infinite subsequence bya ring element which includes all its elements and 
excludes all the other elements ofthe original disjoint sequence-hence byinduction, canbe 
split into infinitely many infinite subsequences contained indisjoint ring elements. On these, 
an s-bounded function-hence also the sup of its quasi-norm over their subsets-will converge 
to zero; by iterating this plitting up,one gets adecreasing sequence D, of ring elements, each 
of which contains elements of the original sequence, and over whose subsets inthe ring the 
quasi-norm’s supof the s-bounded function converges tozero in n. The D, can be chosen to 
have this convergence occur simultaneously (but not uniformly) for countably many 
s-bounded functions. 
On the other hand, every disjomt sequence IS a subsequence ofone for which every further 
disjoint ring element is sent by a given-one can accommodate countably many--s-bounded 
function toa group element on which the given quasi-norm vanishes. By first augmenting the 
given sequence in this way and excluding the added elements during the above construction 
(this has the effect ofmaking the splitting elements into unions “almost everywhere,” i.e., 
modulo the common null sets of the s-bounded functions-zf. [W.4.1]), the desired 
subsequence isobtained on applying (E2) to a subsequence drawn in order from subsets of
the D,: If D is a ring element containing infinitely many of its terms and excluding the other 
terms of the augmented sequence, then D\D, is the tinite disjoint union of (at most) the first n 
terms and a null set; therefore the difference of the additive function D and on the union of 
the first n terms it encloses i its value on some subset of D,. 
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infinite on the whole space and finite on each ring element, then its ub- 
additivity enables one to find adisjoint sequence onwhich pis unbounded; 
if p were infinite on some ring element F,, then one obtains a decreasing 
sequence onwhich pis unbounded by selecting successively, in the chosen 
ring element F,on which pis infinite, as F  + , either anF c F, for which 
p(F) > p(F,) +n or its complement inF,-on one of which p will be 
infinite. 
Note. Although t e range of any one additive function is commutative 
(since m(A)+m(B)=m(A)+m(B\A)+m(AnB)=m(AuB)+m(AnB) 
and u and n are commutative), the combined ranges of a sequence of
measures need not be. 
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